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White Paper:

Selling Your Company
How Selling Your Company to Management Can be a Smart Exit Strategy
Abstract: Selling Your Company: How Selling Your Company To Management Can be a Smart Exit Strategy
Business owners often overlook selling their company to management as a possible exit strategy. But for
solid companies with good cash flows, selling your company to management may yield a higher financial
value for the owner and a much brighter future for the business, management, and the seller. This white
paper discusses the benefits of the strategy of selling to management, and illustrates it with an example of a
company that successfully completed a leveraged management buyout after proactively pursuing other
alternatives.

A Smart Financial
Move
Owners sell businesses not
only for financial gain but to
get away form the stress of
day-to-day operations.
Unfortunately, soon after
selling, some owners feel
remorse or boredom. Selling
to management allows owners
to get upfront capital and stay
involved in the business and do
only the things they want to
do.

SELLING YOUR COMPANY TO MANAGEMENT
Business owners often overlook selling their company to leveraged buyout. The owner chose this exit strategy
management as a possible exit strategy. But for solid after years of exploring different alternatives, because it
companies with good cash flows, selling the company to provided him four key benefits:
management may yield a higher financial value for the
owner, and a much brighter future for the business,
1. He sold at a higher value than was offered by
management, and the seller. This white paper discusses
private equity firms
the benefits of this strategy, and illustrates it with an
example of a company that completed a successful
2. He received significant cash proceeds at the
leveraged management buyout after proactively pursuing
closing.
other alternatives.
3. He sold to the group most qualified to
Company Example
successfully run his business-his own team.
About a year ago, we helped an owner “sell” 80% of his
business to management for $27 million through a

4. He got to stay involved in the business on his
terms.
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Ultimately, the owner rejected all the offers because he
wasn’t overly excited by the purchase price and also
thought the private equity firms would likely change the
direction of the company once they controlled it.
The owner then decided to sell the company directly to
management through a leveraged buyout. However,
instead of selling the business for 5 times cash flow, he
offered it to management for 6 times cash flow (also less
debt plus cash.) By selling the company to management
directly, this valued the company at $32 million, or about
$7 million more than his previous offers.

Reasoning
It may seem counter-intuitive, but selling the company to
management can often be done at a higher valuation
This company example and the reasoning behind each of simply because the seller (not the buyer) determines the
these benefits are explained further below.
price. The buyers (i.e. management) are willing to pay a
higher price, because they can obtain a much higher
Sell at a Higher Valuation
ownership interest (plus job security) than they would if
the Company were sold to another company or a private
Prior to working with us, our client hired an investment equity firm.
bank to sell their company to another business or private
equity firm through a ‘sponsored’ management buyout. While determining a company’s valuation and ‘right’ sales
After contacting numerous prospective buyers, they price can be ‘half art, half science’, many private
received proposals from a couple of the private equity companies below $100 million in value, often get valued
firms. Most of those proposals stated the purchase price around 5 times (X) EBITDA less company debt plus cash.
in terms of a multiple of cash flow, or EBITDA (earnings This valuation (5 X EBITDA less debt plus cash) is
before interest, taxes, and depreciation). The formula particularly common when the buyer is a private equity
most commonly used was five (5) times last year’s cash firm.
flow (EBITDA) minus outstanding debt, plus company
cash. Based on that calculation and the company’s cash For some owners this rule of thumb is helpful, while other
flows at the time, the purchase price was about $25 owners want to test the market by approaching other
million. In addition to paying the owner, the private equity possible strategic buyers and private equity firms. In fact,
firms offered to grant management a 5% ownership stake it’s not uncommon for owners to run a dual track of
in the business and provide them the opportunity to offering the company to management while considering
acquire another 5% through future bonuses or future outside buyers. This ‘dual shopping’ process can be an
investments.
effective way to arrive at a fair price – that is where
owner’s don’t leave money on the table and managers
don’t grossly overpay. In many cases, management
buyouts offer a unique opportunity for both buyer and
seller to get the best possible deal.

Contact Lantern

To learn more about Lantern Capital
Advisors and selling Your company to
management, please visit our website
www.lanternadvisors.com or contact us
directly at

678 385 5937

Significant Cash at Closing
Another attractive part of our client’s buyout transaction
was that the owner received significant cash proceeds
upon closing the buyout. Like many owners, our client
wasn’t interested to ‘self-fund’ his own buyout by
providing a large seller note that the Company paid back
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to him over time. Instead, he wanted cash at closing
without a personal guarantee back to him. This would
give him true liquidity.
To help him accomplish that, we helped the company
obtain debt financing offers from several financial
institutions. Ultimately, the company secured $24 million
of debt financing, $23 million of which was paid to the
owner upon closing.
The difference between the
owner’s cash proceeds ($23 million) and the total
company valuation ($32 million) was divided between a
remaining equity stake of 20% for the owner and a
subordinated note owed to the owner for $4 million.

Reasoning
Probably the biggest reason owners don’t consider
selling their company to management is that they don’t
see their management as qualified buyers, because
managers don’t have significant capital on hand to buy a
business (that’s why they work for a living!). But when it
comes to leveraged buyouts, it’s not the net worth of the
buyer that matters as much as the net worth (or cash
flows) of the company. In fact, when private equity firms
buy companies, they rarely use all their own money.
Instead, they borrow funds based on the underlying cash
flows of the business they are buying. In fact, some
private equity firms are able to acquire a controlling
interest in a company (50% or more) solely by borrowing
from the bank or lending institution (and without
committing any of their own capital).
Our client applied the same concept. The debt financing
that could be raised on the company was paid directly to
the owner. However, instead of selling 80% or more of
the equity to a private equity firm, all the equity was
shared between the owner and the management team.
In a way, the company acted as its own private equity
firm and positioned themselves to generate much
greater returns than they would have if they sold to
another company or private equity firm.

of the group most qualified to run it – the existing
management team.

Reasoning
Even though private equity firms and new owners often
like to shake things up, good performing companies are
often best left in the hands of the existing managers. In
fact, companies occasionally experience dramatic
growth after a buyout, because talented managers are
given more incentives and control. A great example of
this can be found in the book, “Breakthrough Company”
by Keith McFarland. In the book, the author profiles
Polaris, the industry’s industry leading manufacturer of
ATVs and snowmobiles. Today, Polaris’ generates over
$1.5 billion in annual sales. More interesting is that
Polaris’ growth got its kick-start after management
bought the company from its parent company, Textron,
for the princely sum of $350,000(!) back in 1981.

To ESOP or NOT to ESOP
One question that always comes up when doing a
buyout directly to management is whether or not to do

Sell To Proven Managers
In our client’s management buyout, four members of
management purchased 80% of the ownership of the
company. This was a huge difference from the 5-10%
ownership offered by private equity firms. Not only did
this ownership opportunity radically motivate
management, it also left the company in the best hands
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an ESOP. In our client’s case, an ESOP had a significant
limitation. The company was required to include all
employees in the ESOP plan and company ownership.
Based on the ESOP requirements and the number of
employees in the business, key management was going
to have a relatively small ownership position.
However, the company was able to utilize a special
election available to s-corporations called a 338 (h) 10
election to get a more favorable tax treatment on the
assets sold and thus increase the after tax proceeds to
the owner. This election also enabled the company to
deduct depreciation and amortization that increased the opportunities and the other areas of the business that are
after tax cash flows available for debt service. This interesting to him.
enabled the company to pay down debt faster. In the Reasoning
end, this election provided significant tax benefits without
the limitations posed by the ESOP.
Owners sell businesses not only for financial gain but to
get away form the stress of day-to-day operations.
Owner Gets To Stay Involved
Unfortunately, soon after selling, some owners feel
After going through a sales process a few years earlier, remorse or boredom because they don’t know what to
our client realized he didn’t want to walk away do next or don’t feel needed by the new owners. Selling
completely. He liked coming to work and worked three to management allows owners the opportunity to stay
to four days a week. By doing the management buyout involved in the business and do only the things they want
on his terms, he retained a 20% interest in the business to do.
and maintained control until all the debt financing is
repaid. Now our client focuses on new business

SUMMARY
From an owner’s perspective exiting
through a leveraged buyout may
seem counter intuitive or even
unorthodox, but as the example
above illustrates it has the potential
to be more attractive than other,
better known exit strategies.
For those interested to learn more
about selling a company to
management or doing a
management buyout, please visit our

website www.lanternadvisors.com. managers to maintain control of their
We also have several white papers company and preserve equity.
published at CFO.com that discuss
financing for buyouts in greater detail. We deliver our corporate financial
consulting services using an hourly
based engagement process that
About Lantern Capital gives clients great value, peace of
mind, and consistent results while at
Advisors
Lanter n Capital Advisors is a a cost that is a fraction of our
corporate financial consulting firm for (investment banking) competition.
growing companies. As corporate
financial consultants, we help Beyond raising capital, we also offer
established, profitable companies corporate financial planning services,
secure capital in order to fund faster serve as a corporate financial advisor,
g ro w t h , p e r f o r m m a n a g e m e n t create professional comprehensive
buyouts or leveraged buyouts, business plans, and monitor financial
achieve acquisition financing, or performance in order to help our
clients use finance to realize their
refinance corporate debt.
As corporate financial consultants, Company’s unique potential.
we specialize in finding financing
alternatives that allow owners and
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Many clients have limited prior experience in the capital markets and
want to gain the benefit of an experienced advisor to source funding
alternatives and give advice that is in their best interest. Lantern
Capital Advisors hourly based consultative approach uniquely
positions us to do just that. Our professionals have been engaged in a
broad array of large and small assignments across various industries across the United States. Common client engagements and
activities include one or more of the following:
Evaluate growth and valuation alternatives
Secure capital for growth or liquidity
Coordinate mergers/acquisitions
Coordinate management buyouts Prepare quality business plans
Replace current lenders or investors
Remove personal debt guarantees
Solicit underwriters for securities offerings
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